
Celebrity  News:  Pamela
Anderson’s  Ex  Adil  Rami
Denies Abuse Allegations

By Emily Green

In the latest celebrity news, Pamela Anderson’s ex boyfriend
denied  the  allegations  Anderson  recently  made  against  him
claiming  that  he  abused  her  during  their  relationship,
according  to  UsMagazine.com.  This  former  celebrity  couple
announced their split on June 25 in a post on Anderson’s
Instagram, saying “It’s hard to accept. The last (more than) 2
years of my life have been a big lie.”

This  celebrity  news  has  drama
written all over it. What are some
ways to avoid drama after a tough
split?

Cupid’s Advice:

A break up with a significant other is never easy, especially
if it wasn’t mutual. While sometimes drama comes with the
breakup, it is always possible to sit down and talk with your
ex to work out your issues before you go your separate ways so
there are no bad feelings residing. Here are a few of Cupid’s
ways to avoid drama after a tough split:

1. Assess the situation: Sit down with yourself and do a bit
of self reflection- what exactly is leading to this break up?
How have you reacted to things? How has your partner? Find the
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root of your worries and think about how you want to address
them with your ex, so you can work out those feelings before
anything gets out of hand.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  ‘Bachelorette’  Jed’s  Ex
Haley Cries After Learning He Allegedly Cheated

2. Leave the past in the past: The past is the past for a
reason. Every day you grow into a new and better version of
yourself, you are not who people may believe you once were.
Focus on the here and now, and who you are today.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Bradley Cooper & Irina Shayk
Split After 4 Years Together

3. Stop pleasing others: There is always a reason for every
break up. If you decide to split from your partner because it
was not right for you to be with them anymore, so be it! You
have to do what is best for you and only you, no matter what
others may say or think.

What are some other ways to avoid drama after a split? Let us
know in the comments below! 

Celebrity  News:  Pamela
Anderson Never Talked to Kid
Rock  Again  After  Celebrity
Divorce

By Carly Horowitz
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In latest celebrity news, actress Pamela Anderson and musician
Kid Rock have not spoken since they split. The two had a
short-lived marriage in 2006 from July to November, and their
celebrity  divorce  was  finalized  by  2007,  according  to
UsMagazine.com. Even though the pair had an extravagant yacht
wedding, the glue of their relationship didn’t seem to hold.
Anderson also has two celebrity kids, Brandon Thomas Lee and
Dylan Jagger Lee. She shares her sons with her first ex-
husband, Tommy Lee.

In celebrity news, Pamela Anderson
confessed that she never spoke to
her ex Kid Rock again after their
divorce. What are some benefits of
a clean break when you go through a
split?

Cupid’s Advice:

It is a struggle to completely cut ties with the person you
were  just  so  close  to,  but  sometimes,  it  is  necessary.
Prolonging a break-up can serve unfair to both of you. Here
are some great things about having the strength to completely
cut ties after a split:

1. No wasted time: No time is wasted if it was spent doing
what you wanted at the time. But, when you keep in contact
with an ex and it is unhealthy for both of you, it can halt
the opportunity for you to let go, move on, and find someone
new. Be excited for what is to come!

Related Link: Pamela Anderson Says ‘Marriage Has Its Ups to
Downs’
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2. More positive energy: It is not fun to have your ex texting
you asking about that Instagram photo you just posted with
someone new. If you two make a pact to let go and conduct your
lives freely, it will be much easier and you will be happier.

Related Link: 6 Best Rock & Roll Celebrity Couples

3. No possibility of slipping up: We all know that sometimes
we fall back into meeting up with our ex for a drink and then
end up regretting it. If you have completely cut ties with
your ex, this won’t happen. Maybe in a few years after the
break-up isn’t fresh anymore you two run into each other and
catch up, but that isn’t a bad thing. The good thing about a
clean break-up is eliminating the unhealthy interactions that
occur right after the split.

What are some other good things about a clean break? Comment
below!

6 Best Rock & Roll Celebrity
Couples

By Katie Gray

Rock  &  roll!  The  music  industry  brings  a  lot  of  joy  to
people’s lives. In particular, the genre and subgenres of rock
& roll have had a huge impact on the world. It’s nice to
listen to a song and connect to it on a deeper level. It’s
comforting when you can relate to music, and it’s soothing
when you need an escape from reality. Music changes people for
the better. With rock & roll, there comes fashion, partying,
fun world tours, wild lifestyles, groupies, and there are, of
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course,  rock  &  roll  celebrity  relationships  that  become
iconic. Celebrity couples that are rock stars live ravishing
lives. Everybody wants to rock & roll all night and party
every day!

Cupid has compiled the 6 Best Rock
& Roll Celebrity Couples:

1. Mick Jagger & Bianca Jagger: Like A Rolling Stone! Rock &
Roll legend, Mick Jagger, is famous for many things – most
notably being the lead singer of The Rolling Stones. From
1971-1978 he was married to Bianca de Macias, an actress and
human rights advocate. She was his first wife and they remain
one of the most popular couples of all time. Together they
have one child, a daughter, Jade. They are well known for
their  iconic  fashion,  jet-setter  and  party-goer  lifestyle.
(Long live the glorious and glamorous days of Studio 54!)
There is nothing not to love about Mick Jagger and Bianca
Jagger as individuals, and the way they roll like a Rolling
Stone!

2. Tommy Lee & Pamela Anderson: Heavy metal Heaven! Mötley
Crüe  drummer,  Tommy  Lee,  was  married  to  Pamela  Anderson,
Baywatch Babe and Playboy Playmate. Mötley Crüe was formed in
LA in 1981 and saw success throughout the 80’s, and they’ve
sold  over  100  million  records  worldwide.  Tommy  Lee  also
founded rap-metal band Methods of Mayhem and his solo musical
projects have also taken off. Their whirlwind romance makes
this pretty pair one of the most iconic relationships in heavy
metal. They married on a beach, just four days after they met,
in 1995. They have two sons together: Brandon and Dylan. They
divorced in 1998, and then reunited and split again in 2001.
They reunited again in 2008 before splitting, and later on
again rekindled the romance. This hot couple has been through
it all together: they appeared on the cover of Rolling Stone
magazine, had their intimate vacation home video stolen from
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their  home  causing  a  media  frenzy,  and  parenting  their
children  together.  They  are  the  epitome  of  Rock  &  Roll
romance.

3. Kurt Cobain & Courtney Love: Come As You Are! Kurt Cobain
is  one  of  the  most  influential  individuals  in  the  music
industry.  He  is  famous  for  being  the  lead  singer  and
songwriter of the popular band, Nirvana. The group coined the
‘alternative rock’ genre of music, and made it mainstream.
Kurt Cobain married singer, Courtney Love, and both were big
into the punk and grunge music scene. Love was the frontwoman
of alternative rock band, Hole. Their relationship smelled
like teen spirit and looked like true love. Kurt Cobain and
Courtney Love married and had one child together, daughter
Frances Bean Cobain. This couple is the embodiment of the
grunge and punk, rock and roll, music community. Sadly, Kurt
Cobain died at age 27. His death was ruled as a suicide, with
Cobain having left behind a suicide note. His death has sealed
his status as one of the biggest legends in music and has
sparked a lot of conversation. With his tragic passing, he
entered  the  infamous  “27  Club.”  The  club  has  garnered
attention and fascination from all around the world, as many
iconic musicians have passed away at the young age of 27. The
music of Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love is a gift to the world,
because it has heart. “Heart Shaped Box” is a song that we all
can relate too.

Related Link: Best Lana Del Rey Lyrics Inspired By Celebrity
Relationships

4. Axl Rose & Erin Everly: Sweet Child O’ Mine! Axl Rose, the
front man of one of the best rock & roll bands of all time,
Guns N’ Roses, is a cool dude. Since 2016 he’s also the lead
singer of AC/DC. Currently Guns N’ Roses is on tour, playing
their popular hits “Paradise City,” “Welcome To The Jungle,”
“November Rain,” “Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door,” among many more.
The rockstar has had a variety of relationships and one of his
most famous, is with Erin Everly. She is the daughter of Don
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Everly, of The Everly Brothers, the popular pop duo of the
50’s and 60’s. Axl Rose, wrote the song Sweet Child O’ Mine,
about her. Not only did she inspire some of his songs, but
they also were married briefly after being together several
years. There are a lot of tabloid articles spanning throughout
the decades about the duo, with reports of domestic abuse and
cheating allegations. The hard rock singer-songwriter, and the
model, were a pretty pair during their time together. It was
very evident that they had passion for one another.

5. Lindsey Buckingham & Stevie Nicks: Rock, pop, new wave and
romance. Stevie Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham are legendary
musicians and performers. They are in the band, Fleetwood Mac
together. They were previously a couple as well, and when they
were an item together – they received nothing but admiration
from the public. Even though they ended up splitting after
five years, they remain good friends and still perform in the
group together. It has recently been announced that Fleetwood
Mac, will be touring together soon. Stevie Nicks has had an
amazing solo career too, and collectively she’s sold over 140
million records between her solo music and her music with
Fleetwood Mac. They were one of the best couples of the 70’s!
The freedom-land of the seventies was such a beautiful time.

Related Link: 5 Most Romantic Celebrity Couples

6. Sid Vicious & Nancy Spungen: Sex Pistols! Sid Vicious, was
the bassist and vocalist, of the influential punk rock band –
the Sex Pistols. He had a roller coaster romance with Nany
Spungen. They loved each other but also fought a lot. They
were very passionate and loved in the fight. Both of them were
addicted to heroin, which had a lot to do with the tumultuous
relationship. In 1978 when the Sex Pistols disbanded, they
moved to New York City and checked into the Hotel Chelsea
under the names “Mr. and Mrs. John Simon Ritchie,” which was
his real name. Many famous musicians have lived in the Hotel
Chelsea, which is why it is a landmark and is iconic in
itself. There have been numerous songs and stories written
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inside  those  walls,  and  in  return  it  has  inspired  much
writing. Leonard Cohen’s popular song, “Chelsea Hotel,” is
about the Hotel Chelsea and his time with Janis Joplin. While
Vicious and Spungen lived as residents of the Hotel Chelsea,
they were on a lot of drugs. In 1978, Spungen was found dead
in the bathroom of their room, under the sink at the young age
of 20. She was stabbed to death in the abdomen, with only one
single stab wound. It was reported that Vicious owned the
knife that was used to kill her. He was arrested right away
and charged with the murder. However; he pleaded not guilty
and was released on $50,000 bail. He died four months later,
at age 21 of a heroin overdose, before he could go to trial,
and therefore; the NYPD closed the case. Before that occurred,
he attempted suicide and slashed his entire arm with a knife.
It was reported he did that and then screamed, “I want to be
with my Nancy! I want to be left alone!” There are many
different theories about the murder, however. Many believe
that Vicious did not kill her, and that it was in fact one of
their  regular  drug  dealers.  Sid  Vicious  had  his  ashes
scattered over Nancy’s grave, on top of the snow, by his
mother. Sid Vicious had written a poem titled “Nancy” before
he died. It read, “You were my little baby girl/ And I knew
all your fears/ Such joy to hold you in my arms/ And kiss away
your  tears/  But  now  you’re  gone/  There’s  only  pain/  And
nothing I can do/ And I don’t want to live this life/ If I
can’t live for you.”

Which rock & roll couple is your favorite of all time? Comment
below!



Bad  Romance:  10  Toxic
Celebrity Relationships

By Katie Gray

Sometimes love isn’t all champagne and caviar, even for our
favorite celebrity couples. Sometimes celebrity relationships
have moments that can be a little toxic. In some instances the
couples work it out, but in other cases the relationship ends
in a split. We can take away relationship advice from this,
though; sometimes things fall apart so better things can fall
together.

Cupid  has  compiled  10  toxic
celebrity relationships:

1. Chris Brown & Rihanna: Chris Brown and Rihanna were a
favorite celebrity couple for many. Then, in 2008, there were
many reports that she was being abused and that the celebrity
couple wasn’t healthy. Bad gal Riri and Chris Brown ended up
splitting, but one thing nobody – including them – denies is
that they were passionate about one another.

2. Britney Spears & Kevin Federline: “I’m addicted to you,
don’t  you  know  that  you’re  toxic!”  Britney  Spears,  pop
princess, was married to her back up dancer, Kevin Federline.
The celebrity couple even produced two celebrity babies. The
“Toxic”  singer  had  a  reality  show  when  they  were  married
called Chaotic. That sums up their relationship, which ended
in celebrity divorce. However, Spears moved onward and upward!

Related Link: 8 Celebrity Couples Who Were Friends First

3. Spencer Pratt & Heidi Montag: The Hills was a popular
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reality show that intrigued many. It made Lauren Conrad and
Audrina Partridge celebutantes. On the show, and in real life,
celebrity  couple  Spencer  Pratt  and  Heidi  Montag  had  the
country  buzzing  about  their  celebrity  relationship.  Many
people felt that it was toxic, as Pratt and Montag were very
dependent on one another. It even damaged her relationship
with  her  then  BFF,  LC  (Lauren  Conrad).  The  couple  even
released a book entitled How To Be Famous.

4. Eminem & Kim Mathers: Rapper, Eminem, is known for many
things: witty lyrics, emerging from a humble background and
his roller coaster relationship with Kim Mathers. The pair
were married twice and have a daughter together, which led to
a public custody battle that got ugly. The famous white rapper
has many lines in his song about Kim, which are not pleasant.

Related Link: Hollywood’s Most Unexpected Couples

5. Tommy Lee & Pamela Anderson: Rock artist Tommy Lee and
actress and Playboy playmate, Pamela Anderson, will go down in
history for being an iconic celebrity relationship. The Motley
Crue rocker and the blonde bombshell were together in the late
90’s and were married 1995-1998. They made a big stir in the
media when a sex tape from their honeymoon was stolen from
their home and shown for the whole world to see.

6. Jersey Shore‘s Sammi “Sweetheart” & Ronnie: Love at the
shore! The Jersey Shore couple, Sammi and Ron, proved to be
one  of  the  most  dramatic  celebrity  relationships  in  MTV
history.  The  majority  of  the  episodes  featured  the  two
fighting  over  their  problems  and  trust  issues.  Sometimes
things were good though between the two. Nonetheless; they
made for great television!

7. Tiger Woods & Elin Nordegren: Famous golfer Tiger Woods was
married to model Elin Nordegren. The celebrity couple’s world
was rocked when it came out that Woods had been having affairs
with  multiple  women.  There  were  several  women  who  came
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forward.  Ludacris  even  released  a  song  about  the  event
entitled, “Sexting.” The professional golfer asked her to re-
marry him again, although they split in 2010. She’s living in
a very nice mansion in Palm Beach. It’s like the saying goes,
“Don’t get mad. Get everything.”

8. Tina Turner & Ike: Tina Turner is a music legend and icon.
However, her marriage to Ike was extremely tumultuous. There
is even a film about her life and this celebrity relationship
that ultimately ended. It was an unhealthy relationship, as he
was addicted to cocaine and would sadly beat her up often.
However; everyone can learn from Tina Turner. What doesn’t
kill us only makes us stronger.

9. Whitney Houston & Bobby Brown: Whitney Houston is known for
hit songs like “I Want To Dance With Somebody” and “I Will
Always Love You.” In addition to her iconic songs and thriving
music career, her relationship with Bobby Brown was widely
publicized.  Her  mother  even  wrote  in  a  book  about  this
relationship and how she feels that he influenced her to use
drugs.  Although  the  relationship  wasn’t  healthy,  we  will
always remember Whitney Houston for the beautiful and talented
artist she was. RIP!

10. Dennis Rodman & Carmen Electra: Carmen Electra famously
got her name from music legend, Prince. The actress and model
has had a string of famous celebrity relationships. At one
point, she married former Chicago Bulls player, Dennis Rodman,
when they were intoxicated. Afterward, he filed an annulment.
Sometimes your relationship ending doesn’t work out, because
there is an even better fairy tale ahead for you.

Which are your favorite celebrity couples? Comment below!



Former  Celebrity  Couple
Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee
Reunite at Gala

By Abbi Comphel

The former celebrity couple Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee
recently shared hugs and snapped pictures at the PETA 35th
Anniversary  this  past  Wednesday.  According  to  People.com,
Anderson  said  that  Lee  “was  the  love  of  my  life.”  This
celebrity relationship may not have lasted, but the two have
remained friends. The pair were married from 1995 to 1998 and
have two sons together.

This former celebrity couple are on
good  terms  and  lead  by  example.
What are some ways to stay on good
terms after a break-up?

Cupid’s Advice:

There is a difficulty in being friends with your ex. Maybe
things ended really bad and you don’t want to see them ever
again. Cupid has some advice on ways to stay on good terms
with your ex:

1. Memories: Remember all the good times that were shared
between you two. Yeah you may have drifted apart or something
caused the break-up, but at one point you really did love each
other.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Amy Poehler and Nick Kroll
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Call It Quits 

2. Happiness: Everyone deserves to be happy. Don’t spend your
time wishing bad on your ex. If you don’t wish for your ex to
be happy, then you are the one that is still holding on and
you don’t want that.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Christina Milian and Lil Wayne
Call It Quits 

3. Grateful: To really move on and be on good terms with your
ex you have to be grateful for what you have now and what you
have been through. It may have been rough times, but it has
only made you stronger!

These are just a few ways to stay on good terms with your ex!
Share some of your thoughts below.

From  “I  Do”  to  Divorce:
Shortest Celebrity Marriages

Page 1 of 19
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Kim Kardashian and Kris Humphries

This celebrity marriage only lasted 72 days before the famous
couple announced their split. Photo: Fame Pictures

10 Celebs Who Have Had Home
Births

By Courtney Omernick

Typically, you’d think that all celebrities could afford to
have their celebrity babies at hospitals, but, with being as
famous as they are, a home birth may be the better option for
more privacy.
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Below  is  our  list  of  ten  celebs
who’ve decided to have home births
for their celebrity babies.

1. Pamela Anderson: Pam gave birth to both of her sons at
home. Both times, it was natural, she had a midwife, and it
was in water.

Related  Link:  Bristol  Palin  Announces  Second  Celebrity
Pregnancy

2. Demi Moore: Demi Moore decided to go forward with home
births  for  all  three  of  her  girls  (Rumer,  Scout,  and
Tallulah).

Related Link: Cameron Diaz Takes Break from Hollywood to Try
for Celebrity Baby

3. Meryl Streep: Meryl may not have decided to have all of her
children at home, but she has had at least one of her
daughters in her home.

4. Julianne Moore: Julianne welcomed her daughter, Liv, at
home and has been known to contribute to Ricki Lake’s home-
birth-advocacy mission.

5.  Cindy  Crawford:  Cindy  loved  the  idea  of  privacy  and
selected a home birth for her daughter, Presley. During the
birthing process, she was under the supervision of a nurse and
a midwife.

6. Mayim Bialik: It truly was a family affair when Mayim gave
birth at home to her second child. It was reported that her
oldest son and husband were present along with a doula. After
the birth, Mayim asked her oldest son to cut the umbilical
cord.
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7.  Gisele  Bundchen:  The  supermodel,  with  support  of  her
husband, gave birth to their second child in the bathtub of
their Boston home.

8. Alyson Hannigan: Like Julianne Moore, Alyson was inspired
by Ricki Lake’s at home birth movement and selected to have
her children in the privacy of her own home.

9. Jennifer Connelly: Jennifer and her husband, Paul Bettany,
brought their second child into the world at home and in a
birthing pool.

10. Lisa Bonet: Lisa was such a fan of home births that she
decided to have both of her children, Zoe and Lola, at
home.

What other celebrities have had home births? Comment below!

Expert Dating Advice: Should
You  Give  Your  Ex  a  Second
Chance?

By Amy Osmond Cook for Divorce Support Center

In the latest celebrity news, actress Pamela Anderson recently
announced that her celebrity divorce to two-time husband, Rick
Salomon, was final. In retrospect, she realized she never
should  have  traveled  down  that  path  a  second  time.  In
contrast, my aunt Marie Osmond reunited with and remarried her
first husband, Stephen Craig, 26 years after they divorced.
This celebrity couple is fantastic together, and I’m thrilled
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to  see  them  back  together.  As  Uncle  Donny  stated  in
People.com, “These two people are right for each other.”

Deciding whether or not your ex is the ultimate soul mate for
you can be a complicated decision, and it’s one that requires
some  soul-searching.  Six  percent  of  people  remarry  their
former spouse, and sometimes, it results in happiness, while
other  times,  the  old  problems  flare  up  again.  As  a
relationship expert, I think the wisdom behind that decision
largely depends on what caused the marriage to break up in the
first place and what changes are happening now. My expert
dating  advice  would  be  to  consider  these  three  reasons
for remarrying your spouse and these three reasons to move on:

Expert  Dating  Advice  For  Giving
Your Ex a Second Chance
1. You’re able to forgive each other: What was once considered
a deal breaker to your marriage may take on a different look
as time passes. In her Huffington Post article, “Remarrying
Your Ex-Spouse,” author Lois Tarter believes the ability to
forgive  comes  with  time,  stating,  “If  the  two  ex-spouses
worked on themselves while apart and they are in a better
place, they may be able to forgive their spouse for all that
went wrong.”

Related Link: Expert Dating Advice For Finding Love After
Divorce

2. Bad timing caused the break-up: Could it be the right guy
came along at the wrong moment? If so, follow my expert dating
advice and look at the personal growth of both of you during
the time apart. “Sometimes, two people feel that they need to
grow a bit on their own in order to be fully committed to a
marriage,” wrote Tarter.
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3. The problem wasn’t the marriage: In some cases, it was the
baggage  that  was  brought  into  a  marriage  that  cast  a
destructive shade on the relationship and love. Rachel Clark,
who blogs for Psychology.com as “Marry, Divorce, Reconcile,”
refers to her own experience when she writes, “It was never
the marriage. It was a habit of thinking that questioned and
doubted, that spawned negativity instead of positivity. And I
can say that came from my childhood because my own parents had
divorced.”

Relationship  Expert  Gives  Reasons
to Move On
1. Toxic behavior is ruining the relationship: As we witnessed
with  Anderson,  a  failure  to  acknowledge  the  effects  of
unhealthy behaviors can doom a relationship and love. It’s
like opening the refrigerator door, hoping to find something
to eat, not finding anything, and closing the door, only to
open it again a few seconds later in the hopes that something
new appeared. That type of thinking is irrational, and so is
thinking the same negative behavior patterns will not have an
adverse effect on you as they once did. 

Related Link: Romantic Relationship Advice: From Roadkill to
Recommitment

2. You are remarrying for the wrong reasons: Contrary to most
Disney movies, remarrying your ex-spouse for the sake of the
children, the grandparents, to save the family farm, or any
reason that lies outside of genuine love for this person is
sure to end in disaster for the second time.

3. Your ex-spouse has moved on: If your former spouse has
invested  his  time  and  affections  into  another,  your  time
speculating what could have been is over. “Life would be so
much easier for everyone involved if our feelings of desire,
love, and attachment were reciprocated,” was an opinion shared
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on truthaboutdeception.com. “But more often than not, these
basic emotions do not align themselves that way.”

By taking an honest look at the reasons behind your split, you
may be facing an opportunity to make right what went wrong
long ago. Or you may be proud of your ability to escape a
destructive relationship that left your heart as empty as your
checking account. Either way, toying with the prospect enables
you to confirm your choices and feel good about what is to
come.

For more information about and articles by our Hope After
Divorce relationship experts, click here.

Pamela  Anderson  Says
‘Marriage  Has  Its  Ups  to
Downs’

By Amanda Boyer

According to Pamela Anderson, any real marriage has its ups
and downs. Since her 2007 marriage, annulment and then re-
marriage,  she  has  sure  been  riding  the  relationship
rollercoaster.  Anderson  filed  for  divorce  last  July,  but
recently told the judge to throw the case out. According to
People,  Anderson thinks she and Rick Salomon are doing fine
as a couple, and she is looking forward to the future.

What are three different ways to work on your marriage?
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Cupid’s Advice:

Having some marriage troubles? For some ways to get past those
obstacles, Cupid has some tips:

1. Talk it out: if there is a problem or you feel as if you
are not being heard, speak up! Don’t let things build up, or
you’ll no doubt eventually let something litter spark a huge
fight.  Talking things out will help you and your partner
stick to the same page.

Related:  Simon  Cowell’s  Girlfriend  Lauren  Silverman  Is
Officially Divorced

2. Have fun: Take time away from work and pretend you’re back
to your dating days. Go to dinner and then go see the movie
you have been seeing all those trailers for on your lunch
break. This will remind you of the “old days” and make you
both reminisce.

Related: Josh Brolin and Diane Lane Are Officially Divorced

3. Listen to your partner: Do you know why they are upset or
angry? Take the time to actually listen to them and figure out
what needs to be fixed!

Have another way you have worked on your marriage when the
going gets tough? Comment below and share!

Pamela  Anderson  Calls  off
Divorce from Rick Salomon

By Kaley Allard
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Pamela  Anderson  just  cannot  make  up  her  mind!  The  blonde
bombshell called off her divorce to second time husband, Rick
Salomon.  Originally reported by UsMagazine.com, according to
court  records  obtained  from  LA  Superior  Court,  Anderson
petitioned to end the divorce on August 21st. But how long
will this last? A well connected source told Us that Anderson
is “staying with him for now because she doesn’t have the
heart to hurt him.”

How do you know when you’re ready to call it quits on your
marriage?

Cupid’s Advice:

Deciding to call it quits on your marriage is a difficult
decision and one that should not be taken lightly.  Not only
are there legal and monetary implications, there could also be
emotional damage if in the end you realize you made the wrong
decision.  Here are signs to help you decide if it is really
time to call it quits:

1. Love lost: After being with the same person for a long time
you may realize that you no longer feel the same way about
them. The reality that you no longer love your spouse is sad,
but it happens more than you think. While the spark may die
down once life gets in the way, if you have not felt the spark
and you cannot find it anywhere, maybe it is time to do what
is best for both of you and move on.

Related: Jennifer Lopez Breaks Down During Song About Lost
Love

2.   Don’t  get  along:  Are  you  and  your  spouse  constantly
fighting? Or do you not even talk to one another anymore?
Whatever the case may be, these are most likely signs that the
two of you have underlying issues that need to be hammered
out. As cliche as it sounds try going to see a therapist and
if that does not work maybe it is truly time to pull the plug
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on your relationship.

Related: Emilie De Ravin and Joshua Janowicz File for Divorce

3. People change: Whether you rushed into your marriage or you
knew each other for 10 years before you tied the knot, it is
possible that since that time you and/or your partner have
changed. It may be that you have grown in your maturity or the
goals  you  once  had  have  now  changed.  Sit  down  with  your
partner and decide whether or not you are both still on the
same path in life.

What are some things you and your partner discussed before
getting a divorce? Please share your stories below!

Pamela  Anderson  and  Rick
Salomon:  Filed  for  Divorce
Again

By Laura Seaman

Second time isn’t the charm! It seems like this couple just
wasn’t  meant  to  be,  as  Pamela  Anderson  and  Rick  Salomon
recently  split  up  yet  again.  The  couple  has  been  married
twice, with the first marriage ending in 2008 only months
after the wedding. According to UsMagazine.com, they were then
spotted  together  on  the  beach  in  2013.  “It’s  recycling,”
Anderson joked, then saying “No, I’m very happy. We’re happy.
He’s a great guy.” The couple secretly got remarried, but are
now filing for divorce for the second time in their on-again-
off-again relationship.
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What are some things to learn from an on-and-off relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

On-and-off relationships can go one of a few ways: They could
constantly follow the pattern and you’ll never truly have a
stable relationship, the cycle breaks and you decide to really
dedicate yourselves to the relationship, or the cycle breaks
and you decide to part ways for good. No matter how your rocky
relationship ends, here are some things to learn from it:

1. Be happy by yourself. Maybe you went back to your ex
because you didn’t like being single. It can be a big change
if you’ve been in a lot of relationships or your previous one
lasted a long time, but it’s a change you have to deal with.
You can’t be happy with someone else until your happy with
yourself, so learn to be happy and single before considering
your ex (or anyone else) again.

Related: Q&A: Should I Delete or Unfriend my Exes on Social
Networks?

2. Get some impulse control. Sometimes you might get the urge
to text or call your ex ‘just to chat’, or to check their
Facebook page to see how they’re doing. Resist the urge and
distract yourself. If you give in to these nagging wants,
you’ll only pull yourself back into the relationship without
fully being out of it and having a clear head.

Related: How to Recover from a Hurtful Split

3. Make some changes. If you had certain routines with your
partner or had your schedule revolving around them, it might
be difficult to get used to life without them. This can add to
the pressure of wanting to get back together, but if you make
some changes and live your life more like you want to, the
pressure will slowly drift away.

Have you been in an on-and-off relationship? What did you
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learn from it? Let us know in the comments!

Celebrity  News:  Celebrities
In Trouble with the IRS

By Whitney Baker Johnson

Everybody  dreads  tax  season  —  and  celebrities  are  no
different.  Sure,  it’s  a  huge  pain  to  gather  all  of  your
receipts and organize your files, but it’s even worse if you
owe money to Uncle Sam. Of course, you can always ignore that
looming deadline and file late, although some people take this
extension for granted. Many folks — famous or not — try to
avoid payment for years, resulting in millions of dollars
owed. Let’s take a look at a few celebrities who have gotten
in trouble with the government.

1. Nicolas Cage: It’s no secret that Cage makes a lot of
moola. It’s estimated that the movie star brought in over 40
million dollars in 2009 alone. Still, he managed to blow every
penny — and then some. By 2010, he owed the IRS around 14
million dollars. At the time, he owned 15 houses, four yachts
and a Gulfstream jet. Ultimately, the bank repossessed his
home  in  Bel  Air,  and  the  Internal  Revenue  Service  (IRS)
auctioned off a few more. He’s now living a modest life in Las
Vegas and still paying off his debt. Lesson learned!

Related Link: Top Most Romantic Celebrities

2. Ozzy and Sharon Osbourne: In 2011, it was reported that
this Tinseltown twosome owed more than 1.7 million dollars in
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back taxes. Fortunately, the couple acted immediately and paid
off their debt only a few days later. Sharon even released a
statement  saying  that  she  hoped  “none  of  this  reflected
negatively” on their moral character. Good for them!

3. Wesley Snipes: Poor guy ended up in jail for his tax debt!
He received a three-year sentence for tax evasion and owed
over two million dollars to the IRS. Unlucky for him, he spent

his 50th birthday in a minimum security Pennsylvania prison
last August.

4.  Lindsay  Lohan:  This  girl  just  can’t  stay  out  of  the
tabloids. In December 2012, it was reported that Lohan’s bank
accounts were frozen until she paid off her debt of over 230
thousand dollars. Allegedly, she owes taxes from as far back
as 2009. Given that she’s already facing court cases on both
coasts,  let’s  hope  she  gets  this  situation  taken  care  of
before she ends up in any more trouble.

Related Link: 5 Reasons Men Are Attracted to Celebrity Bad
Girls

5. Pamela Anderson: This beach babe knows what it’s like to be
on bad terms with the IRS too. With a tax bill of over 450
thousand dollars, she joined the cast of Dancing with the
Stars  during  its  tenth  season,  hoping  to  make  some  extra
money.  Unlike  other  celebrities,  she  was  open  about  her
problems, working hard to pay off her debt.

What celebrities would you add to our list? Tell us in the
comments below!
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Pamela  Anderson  Swears  Off
Men During ‘Dancing With The
Stars’

Joining  Season  15  of  Dancing  With  The  Stars,  Pamela
Anderson will be doing things a little differently than when
she competed in 2010. According to People, Anderson claims,
“I’ve sworn off men until November,” sacrificing dating to
leave  room  only  for  her  pro  dance  partner.  After  being
eliminated after the seventh week last time around, she’s
ready to make her second attempt and will not be letting
anything or anyone get in her way. Anderson is even getting
her kids Brandon Lee and Dylan Jagger Lee  involved by helping
her  reach  out  to  fans  through  social  media.  The  season
premieres on September 24, where we can all see if Anderson’s
strategies have brought her all the way to the top.

What are some ways to keep dating from being a distraction?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Sometimes it’s hard to be truly dedicated to something when
you’re in a relationship. That shouldn’t stop you from doing
either: it’s all about balancing your time. Here are some ways
to keep dating from being a distraction in your life:

1. Don’t change your daily routine: If you have been keeping a
normal routine and are working towards a certain goal, be sure
not to mess that up. Make your routine something you can’t
change or stop doing, and let your beau work around your
schedule.

2.  Make  sure  your  partner  is  equally  motivated:  If
you’re dating someone who lies around all day doing nothing,
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it’s easy to be distracted. You should date someone who is
equally busy so you can both be on the same schedule.

3. Make sure they support you: As long as you date someone
who is committed to supporting what you are doing, and pushes
you to continue doing it, then there’s no harm in that. You
want someone who understands that you’re dedicated and praises
you for that.

What are some ways you keep from being distracted by someone
you are dating? Share your comments below.

Celebrity Weddings: 5 Famous
Couples That Said ‘I Do’ in
Vegas

By Katanya Royster

What’s the first thing you think of when someone says Sin
City?   Okay,  after  legalized  prostitution.  That’s  right:
quickie  Vegas  weddings  in  chapels  illuminated  with  neon
lights. The fact is, Las Vegas issues approximately 100,000
marriage licenses each year and boasts almost as many wedding
chapels as it does casinos. For famous couples, those quickie
celebrity weddings are typically followed by quickie divorces
and embarrassing publicity. Vegas’ abundance of 24-hour bars
makes us wonder if some of our favorite celebs were under the
influence of something other than love when they tied the
knot, Vegas-style. Here are a few examples:
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Famous  Couples  That  Married  in
Vegas
1. Kelly Ripa and Mark Consuelos: In 1996, former soap star
and current television host Kelly Ripa married actor Mark
Consuelos at the Chapel of the Bells in Las Vegas. Sixteen
years and three children later, this happy married celebrity
couple proves Vegas weddings can sometimes stick!

Related Link: Demi Moore Proves There’s Hope After Marriage

2. Angelina Jolie and Billy Bob Thornton: In 2000, actress
Angelina Jolie and actor/writer Billy Bob Thornton wed at The
Little  Church  of  the  West  on  the  Las  Vegas  Strip.  The
famous couple called it quits after two years of marriage with
Jolie  petitioning  for  divorce,  citing  “irreconcilable
differences.” It was Jolie’s second marriage and Thornton’s
fifth.

3.  Britney  Spears  and  Jason  Alexander:  In  2004,  pop  star
Britney Spears wed longtime friend Jason Alexander at a 24-
hour wedding chapel. Apparently, Spears forgot to grab a pre-
nup on the way to the chapel. meaning that this stunt could
have  cost  her  a  lot  more  than  a  little  public  backlash.
55 hours later, Alexander signed annulment papers and took an
economy class flight home. During a subsequent interview with
MTV’s Total Request Live, Spears said Vegas “took her over”
and admitted that “things got out of hand.”

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couple We Want to Reunite

4. Pamela Anderson and Rick Salomon: In 2007, Rick Salomon,
who  famously  co-starred  in  the  leaked  Paris  Hilton  sex
tape One Night in Paris, and actress Pamela Anderson tied the
proverbial knot at Las Vegas’ Mirage Hotel, making this the
third  celebrity  marriage  for  both  Salomon  and  Anderson.
However, Salomon and Anderson’s 15-year friendship did not
translate  into  a  successful  union.  Two  months  later,  the
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famous couple’s marriage was annulled in Los Angeles County
Superior Court.

Celebrity Love Has No Age Limit
5. Doug Hutchison and Courtney Stodden: In 2011, actor Doug
Hutchison  married  aspiring  singer  Courtney  Stodden  at  Las
Vegas’ Little Chapel of Flowers. The groom was 51 years old,
and, at only 16, the bride was probably still learning to
operate a motor vehicle.  Despite Stodden’s age, the celebrity
marriage is legal. Under Nevada law, a person who is at least
16 years of age but is not yet 18 years old can marry with
parental consent — and Stodden’s parents consented to the
marriage. “We all need a good man in our lives,” her mom
Krista told Fox411.com. “True love can be ageless,” Hutchinson
told E! News in response to the controversy surrounding the
celebrity couples’ age difference.

Would you get married in Vegas?  Share your comments below. 


